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PREFACE
This thesis is concerned with capital formation in underdeveloped
countries. In scope it is limited to two countries, Puerto Rico and
Israel, whose systematic growth in investment rates may be studied for
guidance by governments and people from other underdeveloped countries
of the world.
■«>
The study begins with the ideas of capital formation as presented
during the time of Adam Smith. Only the ideas of David Ricardo were
considered in a study of this period, because of its close agreement
with the views of Adam Smith, although some ideas of John Stuart Mill
are mentioned in stating the assumptions on which the theories are based.
Following the classical theories in order, the first is the Positive
Theoiry of Capital by Bohm-Bawerk, which amplifies those of the classical
school. Then there is the Marxist Theory of Growth and Collapse, which
represents the leftist argument for capital formation; while both the
Unstable Growth of Schumpeter and the Dual Economy of Arthur Lewis are
among some of the most recent theories. Only the latter theorist, how¬
ever, foresaw that his theory would be changed by scientific achievements.
Since the role of government investment in underdeveloped countries
cannot be Ignored in any study of development, the fourth chapter is de¬
voted to it but with no panacea. On strictly economic grounds, it will
be seen that there is often little to choose between taxing and borrow¬
ing. Each has its pros and cons.
This presentation, therefore, is oriented toward public policy.
The tone of the thesis is perhaps best grasped when it is noted that the
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final chapter is entitled: "Sunmary." Theory, description, history,
and analysis all enter in varying amounts, but they are viewed here pri¬
marily as a means to an end, the end itself being policy.
Why did the writer undertake to write this thesis? There are two
main reasons. First, some contemporary economists have tended to be¬
little the contributions of the classical econcnnists, sometimes vaguely,
and it seems that there has been a disposition to accept their criticisms
with few questions. Second, the present-day underdeveloped countries
are not likely to beccxae developed without outside help.
In the course of writing a thesis, one becomes indebted to many
persons. Some acknowledgemeats are therefore due.
Particularly, the writer wants to express his appreciation to
Professor William E. Gordon, Chairman of the Department of Economics at
Atlanta University, and his adviser, whose lectures provided the inspi¬
ration and whose guidance made this thesis possible.
Acknowledgement is also due to Professor E. B. Williams, Chaiman
of the Department of Economics of Morehouse College, whose advice and
canments have brought this thesis to its completion.
Special thanks are due to Dr. Yallon Shimon, the Israeli Consul at
Atlanta for his interest and encouragement and to Dean Thomas D. Jarrett
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CHAPTER I
THEORIES OF CAPITAL FORMATION
The gulf which separates the "two worlds in one" or the "poor lands
from the rich lands" is often explained in terms of capital. But the
pivotal role which capital plays in the economic develo|Hnent of under¬
developed countries was not taken fully into account by econcssists until
about a decade ago. The underdeveloped countries, as compared with the
advanced countries, are under-equipped with capital for increasing sub¬
stantial use of their natural resources. This thesis will attempt to
study problems of capital formation in underdeveloped countries.
Seme contemporary economists have tended to belittle the contri¬
butions of the classical economists, sometimes vaguely, and it seems that
there has been a disposition to accept their criticisms with few questions.
Therefore, we shall start from the ideas of capital formation as of
Adam Smith's time, so that the study may be adequate instead of being
limited to current thought.
The Classical Theory Of Growth and Stagnation; Adam Smith's Ver¬
sion.—In view of the importance of capital formation in Adam Smith's
Wealth of Nations, we may ask: "How is the rate of Investment deter¬
mined? Smith would answer by the rate of saving. In fact, he wrote,
"capitals are increased by parsimony and diminished by prodigality and
misconduct."^




He identified savings closely with capital, thereby implying that all
savings were invested in a short period. Consider the following state¬
ment:
Whatever a person saves from his revenue he adds to his capital
and either employs it himself in maintaining an additional niaa-
ber of productive hands, or enables some other person to do so,
by lending it to him for an interest, that is, for a share of
profits. As the capital of an Individual can be increased only
by what he saved from his annual gains, so the capital of so¬
ciety, which is the same with that of all the individuals who
compose it, can be increased only in the same manner.^
We may ask what governs the allocation of income as between consump¬
tion and saving? Smith asserts that the "consideration of his own pri¬
vate profit, is the sole motive which determines the owner of any capi¬
tal to employ it." He identifies savings with investment. The expecta¬
tion of profits motivates enterprisers to use savings. The ability to
save and invest is, however, limited by income:
The capital of all individuals of a nation is increased in the
same manner as that of a single individual, by their contintially
accumulating and adding whatever they save out of their income.
It is likely to increase the fastest, therefore, when it is em¬
ployed in the way that affords the greatest revenue to all the
inhabitants of the country, as they will thus be enabled to
make the greatest savings.^
The desire to save and Invest for profit is a normal one: "As soon
as stock has accumulated in the hands of particular persons, some of
them will naturally employ it in setting to work industrious people."
For "every individual is contintuilly exerting himself to find the most
advantageous employment for whatever capital he comiands." As a result,





made by investment, capital formation will continue.
In the course of economic progress, that is as the economy's capi¬
tal stock grows, according to Smith, the rate of profits will generally
fall. "As riches, improvement and population have increased, the inter¬
est has declined." It is implied here that as capital invested in various
forms of production increases, the marginal efficiency of capital de¬
clines, and therefore enterprises can pay only low rates of interest.
How would this decline in interest rates affect capital formation?
Smith considered that "as the usual market rate of Interest varies in
any country, we may be assured that the ordinary profits of stock must
vary with it, must sink as it sinks, and rise as it rises.Smith argued
that rentiers, who live on inccme from lending, when faced with a pros¬
pect of decline in interest rates, would actually increase (rather than
reduce) their lending in order to maintain a certain standard of living.
When the interest rate is high, the only borrowers who can afford to pay
it are "prodigals" and "projectors" "who alone would be willing to give
this high Interest." With a reduction in interest rates entrepreneurs
will enter the loanable funds market. "A great part of the capital of
the country is thus thrown into the hands in which it is most likely to
be employed with advantage." But at these lower interest rates more
must be lent to obtain the same income.
If the Interest rate dropped still further, rentiers would find that





decreased very much, and they would then be forced to become entrepre¬
neurs themselves.
As the ordinary rate of clear profits would be very small, so
the usual market rate of Interest which could be afforded out
of it, would be so low as to render it impossible for any but
the very wealthiest of people to live upon the Interest of
their money. All people of small or middling fortunes would
be obliged to superintend themselves the employment of their
own stocks* It would be necessary that almost every man
should be a man of business, or engage in Booxe sort of trade.
The province of Holland seems to be approaching this state.
It is there unfashionable not to be a man of business.^
By changes such as these, capital formation will continue despite
the low rate of interest, according to Smith. He continued, "It is with
Industrious nations, who are advancing in the acquisition of riches, as
with Industrious individuals, that this takes place. A great stock,
though with small profits, generally increases faster than a small stock
2
with greater profits." Smith thought that when one got a little, it is
often easy to get more. Presumably, this state of affairs will continue
until the cotintry acquires "that full complenent of riches which the
nature of its soil and climate, and its situation with respect to other
3
countries, allowed it to acquire." When the country possesses as much
capital as It can profitably employ, and is "fully stocked in proportion
A
to all the business it had to transact,"^ the rate of Interest will drop







be made. Capital formation will then stop. The economy will have reached
a stationary state.
David Ricardo*s Version.—Let us turn now to an examination of
Ricardo's Idea of capital formation. His definition of capital Includes
both the fixed and the circulating varieties. He wrote that "capital Is
that part of the wealth of a country which Is employed in production,
and consists of food, clothing, tools, raw materials, machinery, etc.,
necessary to give effect to labour."^ "According as capital is rapidly
perishable, and requires to be frequently reproduced, or Is of slow con¬
sumption, It is classed under the heads of circulating, or of fixed
2
capital." The circulating capital constitutes the "wages fund;" it
grows in constant proportion to fixed capital. Changes in the demand
for labor, which depend on that portion of capital which constitutes the
wages fund, are therefore generally In proportion to changes in the
economy's capital stock.
"There are two ways," Ricardo stated, "In which capital may be
accumulated: it may be saved either In consequence of Increased revenue
or of diminished consumption. Whatever Is saved Is Invested, for no one
3accumulates but with a view to make his accumulation productive." Thus
no hoarding or dishoarding can occur. Ricardo did not account for pre¬
cautionary motives for holding money.
The rate of capital formation depends on (1) the ability to save
^David Ricardo, Principles of Political Economy and Taxation (G.




and (2) the will to save. The first depends upon the amount of surplus
over the inccmie necessary for labor's subsistence, or the "net inctxne"
of the economy, as Ricardo called It. Naturally, a portion of the "net
income" must go:for the subsistence of the capitalist and landowner.
"While the profits of stock are high, men will have a motive to accumu>
late." If the rate of profit falls, accumulation will be reduced.
But how does the rate of savings vary with the rate of profit?
Ricardo said that men's motives for capital formation "will diminish
with every diminution of profit, and will cease altogether when profit
Is so low as not to afford them adequate compensation for their trouble
and the risk which they must necessarily encounter In employing their
capital productively."^
To understand the cause of capital formation In a Ricardian economy,
we must examine the changes, through time, of the system's "net Income"
and Its rates of profit. His use of the terms "profits" and "wages"
(unless they clearly Indicate the rates of profit and the prices of
labor) meant the relative share of profits received by the investor and
the wages paid, at the margin. Since at the margin no rent Is paid,
profits, in the Ricardian sense, depend only on wages, and vice versa.
Therefore, Ricardo's conclusion that "nothing can affect profits but a
rise In wages Is a truism. With this "explanation" profits can be con¬
sidered as surplus above wages, when production takes place on land
which yields no rent.
In the Ricardian sense. It Is largely the subsistence wage that
makes the highest profit possible. In his discussion of the impact of
4bId., p. 101.
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profit on capital formation, Ricardo preferred to consider the part of
profit, primarily. Thus he could consider workers' savings, as well as
the savings of other classes of society, to be determined by profits.
Given these explanations, Ricardo's statement that "In all countries,
and all times, profits depend on the quality of labour requisite to pro¬
vide necessaries for the laboureres on that land or with that capital
which yields no rent," Is an expression of Interdependence.
Provided that capital and labor Increase In constant proportion to
each other (which Ricardo assumed for the long rtm), the rate of profit
would rise and fall as the subsistence wage rate fell or rose.
Therefore, he argued, the "natural tendency of profits Is to fall;
for. In the progress of society and wealth, the additional quantity of
food required Is obtained by the sacrifice of more and more labour."^
Periodically, the tendency toward diminishing returns Is checked by the
Introduction of technological' Innovations. This lowers the shares of
workers receiving subsistence wages. In total output, at the margin of
cultivation. During these periods, profits rise. However, since Ricardo
believed that technological progress was also subject to diminishing
returns, the long run trend of profits must be downward. At first, the
rate at which profits fell, due to diminishing returns, would be suffi¬
ciently slow to permit the share of capital In total output to Increase.
In the early stages of growth, therefore, capital formation would pro¬
ceed at an accelerated rate. The decline In profits would decrease as
a consequence. Whatever abnormal profits were made by new Innovations




However, as population Increases profits tend to decline. The rate
of capital formation decreases. Ultimately, as the pressure of an In¬
creasing population requires the cultivation of poorer land, the part
of the value of the product at the margin, which Is allocated for the
subsistence wage payments, becomes so large a part of the whole that
profits approach a minimum. When this happens, capital formation may
stop and population may remain constant, because production for subsist¬
ence, which causes effective demand to exist, may remain constant,
according to Cantlllon, and the economy may become stationary.
A Positive Theory of Capital.--Of the three views in circulation
as to the formation of capital, (1) savings, (2) production, and (3)
both savings and production, according to Bohm-Bawerk, savings and pro¬
duction enjoy the widest acceptance. Yet, "the dispute as to the share
which saving plays in the formation of capital is almost as old as eco-
ntmilc science."^ But Is saving by Itself sufficient to call capital
Into existence? Bohm-Bawerk would answer certainly not: productive
powers are to be set free for the formation of capital.
He argued that formation of capital was only possible when one
could be content with the barest living and be willing to encroach on
the moment's enjoyment. But he added that this encroachment need not
diminish satisfaction greatly. The essential point Is that the current
endowment of productive powers* should not be entirely claimed for the
immediate consumption of the current period, but that a portion of this
^Eugene V. Bohm-Bawerk, The Positive Theory of Capital (6. E.
Stecherr & Co., New York, 1930), p. 100.
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endowment should be retained for the service of a future period. Such
a retention he called a real saving of productive powers.
"A saving of productive powers» be It noted; for productive powers,
and not the goods which constitute capital, are the Immediate object of
saving."^ Bohm-Bawerk eaphaslzed this point because he felt that little
consideration was given to It by the classical economists. In his
analysis man saves consunptlon goods, his means of enjoyment, thereby
saving productive powers with which he can produce capital. He main¬
tained that Adam Smith's statement - parsimony and not Industry Is the
2
immediate cause of the Increase of capital - should be reversed: the
immediate cause of the origin of capital Is production; the mediate
cause Is a previous saving.
Bohm-Bawerk thought that capital Itself could be the immediate
object of saving In those goods which admit of being used either for
consumption or for production, such as grain. To the extent that a man
j
withdrew such goods frma immediate use In consxanptlon, his saving di¬
rectly laid the foundation of capital.
He went on to show how every further Increase of the existing stock
of capital was limited by the same conditions as the first formation.
He argued that the first saving for capital accumulation enabled people
to live with less of trying effort. But If the Individual consumed all
the additional real Income It would be impossible for him to acquire
new capital and he would lose the old as well. This was true because
^Ibld.. p. 103.
2
Smith, OP. clt.. p. 321.
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capital did not last forever.
However, In cases In which the technique of the particular produc¬
tion had improved In the mean time, Bohm-Bawerk stated that the transfer
of a less amount of productive powers to the service of the future
would be sufficient. In other words, the consumption of the current
period Is limited by the produce of the productive powers taken together
that come Into existence anew during the current period.
Marxian Theory Of Growth and Collapse.--Marx’s discussion of capital
formation Is one of the most Important parts of his work. It has had a
greater appeal than his analysis of the theory of value. The following
Is a brief sunanary:
The first stage of change In production Is reproduction. This Is
true In all societies. Social production must Include reproduction.
Capitalist production requires, therefore, capitalist reproduction.
This means that the capital which Is employed for the purpose of obtain¬
ing surplus value must be re-employed In the same way. The surplus
value must appear periodically. If It Is all consumed by the capitalist
there will be only reproduction.
Accumulation, then. Is transformation of surplus value Into capital.
Surplus value exists. In the first place, as a part of the value of the
product. Once the product Is sold and Its value realized, surplus
value appears as a sum of money that may be used as capital, together
with the original stmi which was so used. But If It Is to be used In
this way (rather than to be consumed by the capitalist) there have to
be available additional material means of production and additional
labor power. Both of these would have been produced In previous periods
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of production.
The degree of capital accumulation will depend on a number of fac>
tors, the first of which is the proportions in which surplus value is
consumed and transformed into capital. The former Marx called revenue
(he uses the word in two senses: to denote the periodic appearance of
suirplus value, and also that part of surplus value which is consumed by
the capitalist). Given the total amount of surplus value, accumulation
will be Inversely proportional to revenue.
In Marx's exploitation theory, the capitalist had to decide how
much of the surplus-value he had gained that he was to employ for new
gain. The capitalist's decision about this proportion did not remain,
he thought, the same at different stages of capital formation. In the
early stages consumption is restricted; in the later stages the tendency
is to enjoy more revenue. In any case, there is always a conflict in
the capitalist's mind between the desire for acctjmulatlon and that for
increased consumption.^
Other factors which determine the degree of accumulation, in Marx's
analysis are the rate of surplus value and the productivity of labor.
The former is the main determinant of the accumulation. And longer
hours, more Intensive use of labor power, and reduction of wages are
means by which exploitation may be increased. Improvements in the pro¬
ductivity of labor increase the mass of products in which a given amount
of value is embodied. The surplus value increases and the capitalist's
consumption can rise without affecting accumulation. Labor power be¬
comes cheaper, and the same amount of variable capital can set more
^Rarl Marx, Capital (J. M. Lent & Sons, Ltd., London, 1930), p. 653.
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labor In motion. Means of production are Increased and accumulation
can proceed faster.^
Vhat are the results of acctonulatlon or capital formation? Marx
explains them In his general law of capital accumulation. The most Im¬
portant factor In progressive accumulation Is the organic composition
of capital. Accumulation may require an absolute Increase In variable
capital. If we assume that the organic composition of capital rmnalns
unchanged, accimiulatlon will require an Increased demand for labor
power. The Increase In demand may sometimes surpass the Increase In
the supply and cause wages to rise. But the important thing Is that
greater reproduction Involves an increase of laborers, and an Increase
In the number or 'size* of capitalists. Because of the conditions
asstjmed (unchanged organic composition of capital), Marx admitted that
accumulation brought some advantages to the working class.
But the condition Marx considered may not continue to exist. An
increase In the productivity of labor Is one of the most powerful means
of accumulation. An Increase In productivity makes possible an Increase
In the material means of production on which a given amount of human
labor-power can be employed. A part of the Increase In the means of
production Is a cause, the other a consequence, of Increased productivity.
Increased productivity Involves a change In the technical composition
of capital, and this Is accompanied by a change In Its organic composl-
tlon. Variable capital declines relatively as accumulation progresses.
^Ibld.. p. 689.
2
Eric Roll, A History of Economic Thought (Prentice-Hall, Inc.,
Englewood Cliffs, N. J., 1964), p. 283.
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Another consequence of accumulation is the concentration of capital.
Competition forces capitalists to cheapen their products. This requires
greater productivity, for which more capital accumulation Is necessary.
The lesser capitalists may be eliminated. The development of Joint-stock
companies and of banking and credit Institutions facilitates accumulation.
The relative decline In "variable capital" results in the creation
of what Marx called the "Industrial reserve army." As accumulation and
concentration Increase there Is an absolute increase and a relative de¬
cline In variable capital. There must be a certain elasticity In the
size of the laboring population. Population has to increase to keep
pace with accumulation, but as different Industries adopt improved methods
and so reduce relatively their variable capital, their demand for labor
power will decline.
The size of the "reserve army" increases as capitalism develops.
The "army" Is available when needed. It enables capitalists to reduce
wages.
Relative over-population shows Itself, according to Marx, In the
fluctuating employment by industry, In the relation between Industry and
agriculture. In the existence of an Increasing number of casual laborers,
and a "submerged" class of paupers. The greater the capitalist develop¬
ment, Marx.wrote, the greater the wealth of society, but the larger Is
the "Industrial reserve army." This Is "the general law of capitalist
acctjmulatlon." It means that the greater the volume of production and
the greater the society's productive power, the more precarious are the
conditions of existence of the working class.
Joan Robinson in her Essay On Marxian Economics said that it was a
generally accepted belief in the economics of Marx's day that there was
14
a long-run tendency for the rate of profit to fall. Marx accepted this
view, she stated, and set hiootself to account for the falling profits
but his explanation did not turn on the difficulty of realizing surplus
value.
For adequate understanding of Joan Roblnson*8 criticisms, the sym¬
bols used by Marx must be explained: s means surplus value, v means
variable capital or wages paid to labor. Joan Robinson said that Marx
Insisted that the rate of exploitation must be written s/v, not s/s'f v.
The two formulations express precisely the same situation, but they Im¬
ply two different attitudes to the capitalist process. The ratio s/v
expresses the "real fact" of the "exclusion of the labourer from the
product" of his work, while the ratio s/s + v presents the Vfalse sem¬
blance of an association. In which labourer and capitalist divide the
product In proportion to the different elements which they respectively
contribute towards Its formation."^
Discussing Marx's thought about the falling tendency of profits,
Joan Robinson wrote that when the rate of exploitation Is constant, the
rate of profit falls, as capital per man Increases. Assuming constant
periods of turnover, so that c -b v measures the stock of capital, when
s/v Is constant and c/v Is rising, s/c -f v Is falling. She thought that
this showed a contradiction. If the rate of exploitation Is constant,
real wages will rise as productivity Increases, and labor receives a
constant proportion of an Increasing total. She thought that Marx
could only demonstrate a falling tendency In profits by abandoning his
^Joan Robinson, An Essay On Marxian Economics (Macmillan & Co., Ltd.,
New York, 1963), p. 22.
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argiment that real wages were constant.^
SchtBBpeter’s Ideas About Unstable Growth.—The main problems to
which Schtjmpeter addressed himself in his Theory of Economic Development
were problems of economic growth. In the literature of economic develop¬
ment, Schumpeter's name is associated with "innovation" and "entrepre¬
neurship."
Schumpeter thought that the growth of an econcxiqr, as indicated by
increase in population and wealth, called forth no qualitatively new
phenomena, but only new processes of production. The changes may be
small, per annun, and therefore may not disturb the application of what
he termed the 'static* method. Different methods of employment (of
existing factors), and increases in the available quantity of labor have
changed the face of the economic world.
Development in our sense is a distinct phenomenon, entirely
foreign to what may be in the circular flow or in the tend¬
ency toward equillbriua. It is spontaneous and discontin¬
uous change in the channels of flow, disturbance of equili¬
brium, which forever alters and displaces the equilibrium
state previously existing. Our theory of development is
nothing but a treatment of this phenomenon and the process
incident to it.^
Schumpeter's entrepreneur required two things: First, there must
exist technical knowledge to enable him to produce new products by com¬
bining factors in different ways. This, Schumpeter thought, was always
possible, for at any point of time there exists a reservoir of unused
technical inventions which the entrepreneur can use.
Ibid.. p. 36.
2
Joseph A. Schtmpeter, The Theory of Economic Development (Harvard
University Press, Cambridge, Mass., 1955), p. 63.
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Second, since In Introducing Innovations means of production must
be diverted froa existing channels Into new ones, the entrepreneurs must
possess the "power of disposal" of some of the factors of production.
The necessary command over productive factors Is provided by monetary
claims. In the form of credit newly created by the banking system.
It Is newly created purchasing power which constitutes “capltil" 'in
the Schunpetarian sense: "We shall define capital, as the stm of means
of payment which Is available at any moment for transference to entrepre¬
neurs. Capital Is nothing but the lever which the entrepreneur subjects
to his control the concrete goods which he needs, nothing but a means of
diverting the factors of production to new uses, or of dictating a new
direction to production."^
Schumpeterian capital Is not stocks of a conmodity; it Is rather a
particular fund of liquid purchasing power. As Schumpeter uses the term,
capital Is not a factor of production, directly used. Because capital
is not Itself "worked up," and does not Itself take part directly In
production, SchvBupeter argued that It constituted only a bridge between
the entrepreneur and the world of goods.
According to Schumpeter, credit is important only If it is used for
"development" and only the credit afforded the entrepreneur is essential
credit. In the absence of "development," the economy Is of a circular-
flow type In which Say's law may be obeyed.
For every supply there awaits somewhere In the economic system
a corresponding demand; for every demand, the corresponding
supply. All goods are dealt In at determined prices with only




considered as going the same way In every period.^
Because of the role that credit must play In Schumpeter's theory, capital
formation must depend on the ability of the banking system to make credit
available.
Schtmpeter wrote that the entrepreneur must not only repay loans
to his banker, but also repay commodities to the reservoir of goods.
Production should enable him to do both. He should enrich the social
stream with goods whose total value Is greater than the credit he re¬
ceived and greater than the total value of the goods directly and Indi¬
rectly used by him.
"The equivalence between the money and commodity streams Is
more than eliminated, the effect upon prices more than compen¬
sated for, so that there Is no credit Inflation at all In this
case, rather deflation."2
Capital Formation In A Dual Economy.--W. Arthur Lewis In his article
on Economic Development With Unlimited Supplies of Labour analyzes the
process of economic expansion In a dual economy composed of a "capital¬
ist" sector and a "subsistence" sector. "The capitalist sector Is de¬
fined as that part of the economy which uses reproducible capital, pays
capitalists for the use thereof, and employs labor for wages. The sub¬
sistence sector Is that part of the econon^ which does not use repro¬
ducible capital."^




W. Arthur Lewis, "Economic Development With Unlimited Supplies of
Labour," The Manchester Guardian. May 1954, quoted by Gerald M. Meier,
Leading Issues In Development Economics (Oxford University Press, New
York, 1964), p. 85.
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The wage which the growing capitalist sector has to pay is deter¬
mined, in Lewis's model, by what labor earns in the subsistence sector.
The wage rate paid in the capitalist sector as a rule, will have to be
scnnewhat higher than subsistence earnings in order to compensate labor
for the cost of transferring and to Induce labor to leave the traditional
life in the subsistence sector.
Given a fixed amount of capital at the outset Lewis argued that the
demand for labor was initially represented by the "marginal productivity
1
schedule of labor." Assuming profit maximization, he said that capital
would be applied to the point where the current wage equalled the margi¬
nal productivity of labor.
In discussing the process of economic expansion, Lewis emphasizes
that the key to the process is the use which is made of the capital sur¬
plus. The driving force in the system is generated by the reinvestment
of the capital surplus in creating new capital. As the capitalist sector
expands, labor withdraws from the subsistence sector into wage employ¬
ment, the surplus then becomes even larger, there is more reinvestment
of profits, and the process continues on progressively absorbing surplus
labor from the subsistence sector.
The increase in profits is crucial in this process. As the capital¬
ist sector expands, the share of capitalists in the national Income in¬
creases, and since the major source of savings is profits, savings and
capital formation also increase.
Lewis maintained that if there were no obstacle in the process, the
capitalist sector would expand until the absorption of surplus labor was
^Ibid.. p. 86.
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complete, and the supply function of labor became less than perfectly
elastic. Capital formation has then "caught up" with the excess supply
of labor. Beyond this point real wages no longer remain constant but
Instead rise as capital formation Increases, so that the share of profits
In the national Income may not continue to Increase, and Investment may
no longer Increase In the same proportion to the growth of the national
Income.
The expansion process might be cut short, however, according to
Lewis, by a rise In real wages and a reduction In profits that reduced
the rate of capital formation before tlim excess labor supply Is completely
absorbed.
It should be noted that the systems discussed In this chapter were
conceived during periods of Industrial development. None of the authors,
except Joan Robinson and Arthur Lewis could forsee clearly.that scientific
achievements would change the conditions to which their theory was most
applicable.
CHAPTER II
CAPITAL FOBMATION UNDER VARIOUS ASSUMPTIONS
FOR ECON(MIC GROWTH
The Assianptions of the Classical School.—Like many modern econo¬
mists, most of those of the classical school considered capital forma¬
tion to be prlmum mobile of economic development and the main require¬
ment for steady growth to be continued saving and Investment. They were
capitalists In spirit. Living In a time of many new Inventions, all
could see (especially by the nineteenth century) the ability of machin-
«•
ery to Increase output.
So the problem of development, as they saw It, was largely the
ability of a country to accumulate "capital." The more Individuals
saved from their Incomes and the greater the Increase In investments,
the greater the growth rate could be. But Individuals In this case
were not workers, who were considered Incapable of any significant
savings. The savings considered were those of the capitalists. And
the greater "wealth" that was produced by Investment did not immediately
Increase the per capita Inccmte of the workers but the possessions, both
productive and for pleasure, of the enterprisers and landlords.
The classical econcmlsts were all conscious of the time Interval
between the beginning of production and Its final result. In some con¬
sumable form.
Mill wrote:
When the labourer maintains himself by funds of his own, as
when a peasant-farmer or proprietor lives on the produce of
his own land, or an artisan works on his own account, they
are still supported by capital, that Is funds provided In
20
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advance. The peasant does not subsist this year on the pro¬
duce of this year's harvest, but on that of the last. The
artisan Is not living on the proceeds of the work he has In
hand, but on those of work previously executed and disposed
of. Each is supported by a small capital of his own, which
he periodically replaces from the produce of hla labour. The
large capitalist Is, In like manner, maintained from funds
provided In advance.^
If people engage In "roundabout" methods of production, making
machinery and Intermediate goods In order to consume more eventually,
the econcm^ must previously have acctmulated goods that directly or In¬
directly can be used In the meantime for subsistence. This may seem
obvious, but in the development plans of underdeveloped countries It Is
not unconmon to find that the need of circulating capital, or circula¬
ting and fixed capital, has been great. The main emphasis Is often on
fixed capital, depreciation Is ignored, and new fixed capital is ex¬
panded as net additions to capital.
The. source of capital was considered by some classical economists
to be savings, while others anphasized profits. Nearly all savings
were from income obtained from the Investment of capital and rent of
land; for practical purposes, capitalists and landlords were considered
to be the only people able and willing to save. This was due to the
fact of subsistence wages.
Under normal conditions of production, the value of what Is called
a worker's output is greater than the wages that are paid to him. This
Is because part of the output Is attributable to the capital Interme¬
diate goods and fixed facilities he has had to work with. And where
the occupation Is to grow or extract something, part of the output Is
John Stuart Mill, Principles of Political Economy. 1848, rev. ed.
(Longmans, Green and Co., 1920), p. 58.
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Is also attributable to "land."
There is, therefore. In Karl Marx's theory, a surplus value which
Is the excess of the value of output over the real wages paid to pro¬
duce it and part of the cost of replacing the fixed capital. This is
the source of the incomes of capitalists and landlords. And, because
their incomes are relatively large, they can normally save. The greater
their incomes, the larger their savings, and the greater economic devel¬
opment can be in a given period. But laborers, in the long run, should
not'be injured by this process of development, and when it continues at
an increasing growth rate, the country should be able to maintain more
of them at higher real wages. The classical thought was clearly pessi¬
mistic as far as the workers' living standards were concerned. Several
economists have produced different theories of development during the
past few decades.
Many criticisms may be made of the classical economists' abstract
scheme of development. The classical economists often seemed to assume
that the only possible division of society was a rigid one between cap¬
italists, landlords, entrepreneurs, and workers. They accepted the in¬
stitution of private property, especially ownership of land, as some¬
thing inviolate. Public enterprise being \mknown, it did not occur to
them that part of the surplus value might be taken by the State, and so
be added to society's savings, which could be a source of capital.
It is obvious that the whole concept of surplus value depends upon
a rather rigid theory of long-run wage determination. Experience has
shown that a middle class can emerge from the lowest orders and that
its per capita income can vary greatly. Much of an advanced society's
savings come from those who own no property but instead earn their
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income.^
One of the (Hnisslons in the classical schema Is the part played by
technology and science In economic develoi»ient. Additional output was
mostly attributed to new capital, which "fructified" labor, and the In¬
creased division of labor. Invention and Innovation seemed to the clas¬
sical economists to have been discrete rather than continuous. There
are reasons for this onlsslon. The great Inventions of the Industrial
Revolution had not been used widely when Adam Smith was writing: even
In Mill's time, these are mentioned as thoxigh they were unusual events.
In the underdeveloped countries of today, among the officials who
evolve the development plans, classical economics Is not commonly
thouight to be of much use. Certainly, as regards analytical techniques,
economics has c<mae a long way In the last hundred years. For example,
the classical economists had no theory of demand although they were'
aware of its effects on market prices. They thought that commodity
prices were to be based on the labor cost of producing goods. They had
no analysis for marginal productivity to explain distribution of output
among factors, and they tended to think In terms of stocks of wealth
rather than Inccmme flows, but then, as In today's underdeveloped coun¬
tries, there were limited capital stocks. Much of the economy was of
a subsistence nature. There was limited specialization in production.
Industrialization was beginning.
However, there were many economic, political, and social differ¬
ences. In Britain, at least, there was already a stock of techniques
and Ideas. An agricultural surplus was appearing. A substantial middle
^Stephen Enke, Economics for Development (Prentice-Hall, Inc.,
Englewood Cliffs, N. J., 1963), p.
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class of entrepreneurs and traders already existed. Economic progress
was seen as the result of private enterprise. Although certain advanced
Ideas, such as those of diminishing returns and comparative cost, are
universal. It Is uncertain whether the policies of the classical econo¬
mists can prove effective In the absence of something like the political
and social conditions that prevailed In Europe In the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries.^
Bohm-Bawerk*3 Theory.--Two possible objections were discussed by
Bohm-Bawerk In explaining his positive theory of capital. The first
was that as most goods which constitute capital were by their nature
unfit for immediate consumption, there could be no sacrifice In with¬
drawing them from the stream of consumption goods.
This argument he answered with an example: "machines have not been
saved, but In order to build them, men have previously to withdraw the
productive powers necessary to building them fr<mt the sacrifice of the
present; they had, therefore. In the strictest sense of the term, to
2
save them." He maintained that without saving, capital could not be
made or Increased; savings was as Indispensable a condition of the for¬
mation of capital as labor.
The Idea of sacrifice he explains with the following example: "A
man with a small Income will, definitely, feel It Is a sensible priva¬
tion, and that It will require strong self-denial In him to lay past
anything; while one who has an Income of $100,000, and Is content to
consxmie one-half of It, has little claim to be considered a hero of
^Ibld.. p. 90.
2
Bohm-Bawerk, op. clt.. p. 119.
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ascertlclsm because he saves the other half as capital."^ It Is simply
the fact of a saving that Is Indispensable to the formation of capital.
Whether there is sacrifice and moral restraint in it or not makes no
difference to the result.
The second objection lays emphasis on two facts, (1) for an indi¬
vidual to be able to accumulate capital, he must receive more Income
than he uses, and (2) it is essentially the productivity of labor that
makes the formation of capital possible.
Bohm-Bawerk asserts that it is simply not correct to say that a
man is "merely industrious." He is industrious, and saves. If he were
simply industrious he would every day spend the produce of the after-
f
noon's labor along with the produce of the forenoon's labor, in imme¬
diate enjoyment of life. That he does not do so is because he is sav¬
ing as well.^
He also states, however, that the greater Industriousness contrib¬
utes to production in excess of requirements, and, greater productivity
of labor, makes an Increase in savings possible. Without acquisition,
saving and formation of capital are impossible. But he asserted that
the greatest acquisition could not lead to the formation of capital if
a portion of it were not withdrawn from present use and "saved."
Because saving is said to be "non-constimption" - something purely
negative which can bring nothing - Bohm-Bawerk asked why many people
thought that saving was an uncommonly difficult and disagreeable thing.
He thought that saving was a mental business often preceded by long
^Bohm-Bawerk, op. cit.. p. 120.
2
Bohm-Bawerk, op. cit.. p. 122.
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deliberation and conflict between contending motives.
He showed how the "progress of capital" stood in a casual relation
with the creation of the immediate claims put forward by individuals.
And he asserted that whatever body extended the claims of the moment so
far as to exhaust, during the current period, the entire amount of con-
stanption goods which its income made possible for the period, could
neither make new nor increase old capital; and that this fact found
accurate and straightforward expression in the proposition that "saving
is an indispensable condition of the formation of capital."^
Suppose now that we have succeeded in establishing the above prop¬
osition that through capital came into existence saving and devotion to
production of what was saved, Bohm-Bawerk asked another question on
what it depends that people can, will, and actvially do save and produce
intermediate products?
This last question Bohm-Bawerk considered more important than the
two already discussed, because it pointed to the impelling and working
forces in the formation of capital while all that previously occurred
had merely laid down the external forms of the process of capital for¬
mation.
Rosenberg’s Ideas.—Nathan Rosenberg is one of those economists
who has been trying to explain why the rates of capital formation are
as low as they are in most underdeveloped countries. He said that ex¬
planations of capital deficiency are commonly stated in terms of tvro
separate sets of forces: (1) factors accounting for low saving propen¬
sities, on the one hand, and (2) those responsible for weakness in the
^Bohm-Bawerk, op. cit.. p. 124.
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Inducement to invest, on the other.
The most obvious explanation of low rates of capital formation Is
the poverty of underdeveloped countries. Their capacity to undertake
productive Investment appears to be sharply limited by the very low
levels of per capita Income combined with the frequently extravagant
expenditure patterns of the rich and an Interest, among virtually all
Inccxne classes. In the acquisition of certain kinds of durable consumer
good.^
To the extent that this Is so, Rosenberg thought that our present
measures of capital formation might significantly understate the capac¬
ity for saving and productive investment In underdeveloped countries.
What appear to be low rates of saving In underdeveloped countries may
be attributable. In part, to the fact that durable consumer goods are
acquired and held not so much as the result of a real taste preference
as because these goods are regarded as a form of personal saving In a
backward economic environment.
Rosenberg wrote that a closely related and much more serious dif¬
ficulty of a theoretical nature arose over the ccxnmon practice of ex¬
plaining low rates of productive Investment In terms of the failure of
underdeveloped econcmles to generate a sufficient flow of domestic sav¬
ings. The low rate of saving Is In turn attributed to practices and
preferences which squander the "potential economic surplus." Low rates
of saving and absence of attractive Investment opportunities are not
Independent of one another and cannot be treated as entirely separate
and unrelated causes of capital deficiency.
^Nathan Rosenberg, "Capital Formation in Underdeveloped Countries,"
American Econoalc Review. Sep. 1960, p. 707.
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He thought that hnpllclt In much of the discussion was the classi¬
cal assumption that the real limitations lay in the limited capacity of
the public to save, and therefore in an increased flow of productive
Investment activity. Such analysis, he argued, often not only Ignored
the current weakness in the Inducement to Invest, but might also over¬
look the fact that an increased propensity to save, by its adverse
effect on the marginal efficiency of capital, might weaken the induce¬
ment to invest ever further.
The Surplus Value of Karl Marx.--Because of the continuing Influence
of the ideas of Marx in the making of policies in Russia, China, and
other Communist countries, and in determining the economic programs of
communist countries, much metre has been written of him than he himself
ever wrote.
Marx never underestimated the capacity of the capitalist systea for
economic expansion. He expected capitalism to break down due to the
relationship between workers and capitalists, but only after a very
high degree of development had been attained.^
The production function of the classical school states: Total out¬
put depends on the size and quality of the labor force, the supply of
land, the stock of capital, the proportions in which these factors of
production are coabined, and the level of technology. Benjamin Higgins
said that Marxist ideas about the production function were the same as
those of the classical school. But that Marx stressed technological
progress as the "motor" of capitalist growth, and assigned a more im¬
portant role to the entrepreneur.
^Benjamin Higgins, Economic Development (W. W. Norton & Company,
Inc., New York), p. 108.
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Another difference between classical and Marxian thought Is that we
must now mean by labor the labor force actually employed. Marx, Higgins
said, Incorporated the analysis of unemplojmient Into his system, and
population and emplo3anent cannot be treated as varying together. Im¬
plied here Is the "reserve army" of the laboring class.
For the classical school, capital accumulation makes technological
progress possible. In the Marxist system, although this proposition
can be stated either way. It Is better left as In the classical thought.
The classical school thought of profits as Income accruing to capital¬
ists, and providing funds for savings and Investment. But Marx, Higgins
said, thought of Investment as depending, not only on the amount of
capitalists' Income, but on the rate of return on capital.
Mairx himself used the term "surplus value," but surplus value was
really what we have previously called profits, or the difference be¬
tween total national Income and the wages bill. He thought of capital
as divided into two parts. One part was "variable capital," or working
capital, which meant wages paid. The second part was "constant capital,"
the stock of capital goods.^
Like the classicists, Higgins continued, Marx regarded technolog¬
ical processes as labor-saving and capital-absorbing. Consequently
there was, according to Marx, a tendency for the ratio of "constant
capital to variable capital" to rise or a tendency for capital costs to
rise, relative to labor costs, or for capital per worker to Increase.
He seemed to regard the capital-labor ratio, as rising continuously.
The advantages of new techniques came only from saving of labor.
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Unless they are accompanied by an increase of the difference between
national product or Income and the wages paid (increased "exploitation
of the working class"), the Increase In capital per worker must result
In a fall In the rate of profit. By this process, rather than because
of diminishing returns to labor on the land, Higgins said, Marx explain¬
ed the tendency of profits to fall.
The total wages paid depend on employment as well as on the wage
rate, because It seemed that Marx did not think that enough labor could
be displaced by Innovation to prevent the rate of profit from falling,
he put a good deal of emphasis on technological unemployment.
Higgins explained that It was the rate of profit, not the amount
of profits, that must fall In the Marxist system. Hence, In the Marxist
view, mass poverty was to be explained only by capitalist exploitation.
It cannot continue In a coimnunlst society, whatever the level and rate
of growth of the population.
Assumptions of Schumpeterian Innovation and Profit.—^Marx, 1ike
some classical economists, placed accumulation In the forefront of his
dynamic system. While, like them, he considered that accumulation was
undertaken for Its own sake, he also maintained that the capitalist
accumulated In order to keep his profits high. Thus In his theory high
profits were the motive to accumulate, and accxsaulation continued In
order to maintain high profits. In order to understand accumulation
adequately, we should examine the prevalent theory of profit, and here
we turn to the work of Schtmpeter.
Before we consider Schumpeter's asstmptlons. It would be well to
state what he meant by the term Innovation. By an innovation he meant
a change falling Into one of the following five categories:
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a. The Introduction of a new good or a new grade of a good al¬
ready in use
b. The introduction of a new method of production (e.g., a new
type of labor-saving machinery)
c. The opening of a new market (e.g., the commencement of sales
of refrigerators to Eskimos
d. The employment of a new source of factors of production
e. The reorganization of an industry, several Industries, or part
of an industry (e.g., the monopolization of some industry)^
What is crucial for any of these things in order for it to qualify as
an innovation is not invention or discovery but first commercial use.
There might have been an Invention many years before there was an inno¬
vation, or a foreign source of raw materials may be discovered some time
before entrepreneurs think it profitable to exploit it.
Baumol, discussing this, said that if we supposed that a process
for producing some commodity at a cost lower than the cost that had
been Incurred for its manufacture came to the attention of the entre¬
preneur, and by being the first to employ this innovation he could sell
a product at a price high enough to keep other firms in the form of
production, and since his costs would be lower than theirs, he would
2
make a profit.
Schumpeter also said that new credit was Introduced into the econ-
on^ so that Innovating entrepreneurs might break into the circular flow
^Schumpeter, op. cit.. p. 66.
2
William J. Baumol, Economic Dynamics (The Macmillan Company, New
York, 1959), p. 26.
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and divert resources to new employments. And because investment in in¬
novation was risky, such funds must earn interest.
However, he assximed that the innovators were motivated by desire
other than for money. The profits of innovation are not a necessary
incentive but an incidental consequence. In other words, it is a neces¬
sary, but not a sufficient reason for Innovation.
Schumpeter thought of three motives of entrepreneurs: the desire
to found a private commercial "kingdom" and family dynasty to rule it,
the will to conquer and prove one's superiority, and the joy of cre¬
ating and contriving. The last two motives can be satisfied outside of
a free enterprise economy. An acquisitive profit-motivated society is
best adapted to provision of the first incentive.
Enke thought that Schumpeter described innovation as it was prac¬
ticed during the nineteenth century, in the advanced countries, and
that therefore the applicability of his description to an underdeveloped
country with a large public sector was not iamediately evident.
But Bosenberg discussed Inadequacy of entrepreneurial talents. He
said that it had become fashionable to deplore the absence of Schum¬
peterian entrepreneurs, and that many economists had dwelt at length
upon political, sociological and historical explanations of the shortage.
He said that although such non-economlc explanations were not to be
despised, it was difficult to avoid the conclusion that those who offered
them had pursued a faulty line of analysis because of their own defini¬
tions.
Having defined entrepreneurs as those daring and imaginative indi¬
viduals who undertook risky long-term industrial investments, he said
that such Investments were Inadequate in underdeveloped countries
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because there were £ew entrepreneurs. "A more plausible and purely
economic explanation, or at least a more fruitful working hypothesis,
Is that most underdeveloped countries possess a reasonable ntjonber of
people with entrepreneurial talents, but that these people behave In a
subjectively rational fashion when they adopt short economic horizons
and avoid long-term commitments In Industry."^
Enke agreed that a great deal of significance for underdeveloped
countries remained: "Among the most Important of these Ideas for
development are probably the emphasis on Innovation as distinct from
Invention, the use of profits as a measure and expeditor of improved
resource allocation, and qualitative changes as the essence of true
2
economic development."
He thought that In many Instances the necessary Inventions had
been made In developed countries, and that It remained for the under¬
developed countries to make the innovations. This means that public
and private entrepreneurs of underdeveloped countries must select in¬
novations from a list, and those entrepreneurs who wish to Innovate
must use the necessary resources.
Profits, he continued, are still a good first approximation of how
usefully econcHulc resources are being employed. In the absence of
monopoly. It Is reasonable to suppose that resources that yield a profit
In a new employment have been reallocated to advantage. That profits
are sane Incentive to Innovate, he Indicated, Is implicit rather than
^Rosenberg, op. clt.. p. 710.
2
Enke, op. clt.. p. 99.
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explicit In Schumpeter's early writings.
Enke added that Schumpeter showed that a country that did not develop
qualitatively through Innovation, but merely grew quantitatively through
extra labor and capital accumulation, would In reality remain underdevel¬
oped. Thus Schumpeter, he said, assumed that Investment without Innova¬
tion was not good enough; we might also say that capital loans without
technical assistance are largely a waste in Schumpeter's analysis.
The Assumptions of Lewis's Dual Economy.—^Although the Lewis model
shows some basic relationships In duallstlc development, Meier thought
that we should be aware that Its applicability Is "clrctsnscrlbed" by
certain special conditions. The assimtptlon of an unlimited supply of
labor Is unrealistic for many poor countries, certainly for some African
and Latin American countries which are sparsely populated. The exist¬
ence of disguised unanployment Is not strictly necessary for the expan-
slonairy process that Lewis described; all that Is required Is that labor
productivity be relatively low In the subsistence sector, and that the
supply of labor to the capitalist sector be greater than the demand for
labor.^
Even If an unlimited supply of unskilled labor Is assumed to exist,
Meier thotight that It was nonetheless generally true that In poor coun¬
tries skilled labor was In very short supply. Lewis, he admitted,
recognized this problem, but discounted Its Importance. He considered
It to be only a temporary bottleneck which could be removed by provid¬
ing facilities for training labor. Meier added that this would, however.
Gerald M. Meier, Leading Issues In Development Economics (Oxford
University Press, New York, 1964), p. 87.
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at best Involve a time lag, and that recent experience In developing
countries Indicates that the problems of acquisition of skills are not
quickly solved.^
Meier argued that a more serious limitation of the Lewis model was
that It simply assuned the demand side of the Investment process. Meier
questions the assumption made by Lewis, that a capitalist class would
already exist. This Is because a major obstacle to development In many
countries Is the absence of a capitalist class with the necessary ability
and motivation to undertake long-term productive investment. Since we
must confront the problem of how a class of capitalists is to emerge,
or else rely at the outset on the presence of foreign capitalists or a
class of state capitalists, Meier maintained that the analysis of the
behavior in the capitalist sector might have to be modified, according
to which type of capitalist class existed.
It Is assumed, Meier continues, that whatever the capitalist sector
produces. It can sell. No allowance Is made for the problem of aggre¬
gate demand. He questioned why this should be true If the output were
to be sold within the capitalist sector Itself, or If the product were
an export good. If the capitalist sector sells to the non-capltallst
sector then productivity must rise in the non-capitallstlc sector In
order to ensure an adequate market for the output of the capitalist
sector. But If real wages rise In the non-capltallst sector, the supply
price of labor to the capitalist sector will then be higher, profits
will be reduced, and the expansionary process may stop before all the
sutrplus labor Is absorbed.
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Despite these restrictions about its direct applicability, Meier
conceded that Lewis's model retained high analytical value for its in¬
sights into the role of capital formation in the development process.
"A distinctive feature of the underdeveloped economy with labor
surplus is the predominance of an agricultural sector characterized by
widespread disguised unonployment and high rates of population growth,
side by side with a small but a growing Industrial sector and an acute
shortage of capital."^
Fei and Ranis thought that in such a dualistlc econos^ the heart
of the development problem would lie in the gradual shifting of the
econonQr's "center of gravity" from the agricultural to the industrial
sector by labor reallocation. Each sector would be called upon to per¬
form a special role: productivity in the agricultural sector must rise
sufficiently so that a smaller fraction of the total population may
support the whole with food and raw materials, thus enabling agricul¬
tural workers to be released. Simultaneously, the Industrial sector
must expand sufficiently to provide employment opportunities for the
released workers. Moreover, they maintained, in countries exhibiting
the dualistlc characteristics, labor reallocation must be accomplished
quickly enough to swamp massive population Increases if the econoDoy's
"center of gravity" is to be shifted.
Fei and Elanis thought that the growth of Industrial employment
opportunities and output depended mainly on the strength of two forces:
capital accumulation and technological change. The greater the rate of
^John Fei and Gustav Ranis, "Innovation, Capital Accumulation, and
Economic Development," American Economic Review. June 1963, p. 283.
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capital accvnaulation, the greater the rate of Increase In Industrial em
ployment and output. Moreover, In an economy with substantial sutrplus
labor. Innovations can make significant contributions In the same dlrec
tlons, especially If they are sufficiently "strong" and are biased In
the labor-using direction, thus making possible maximum use of the re¬
latively abundant factor.
If the combined forces of capital accumulation and Innovation re¬
quire a rate of labor reallocation In excess of the rate of population
growth, they concluded, the econonqr may be considered to be successful
In the development effort In the sense that the "center of gravity"
would be continuously shifted towards the Industrial sector. As this
process continued the underdeveloped country would sooner or later ex¬
haust Its surplus labor and reach a significant turning point In the
process of development.
CHAPTER III
CAPITAL ABSORPTION IN PUERTO RICO AND ISRAEL
Puerto Rico's economic development program began In the early 1940's
to create the governmental tools and the private resources through which
a free, healthy economy could begin to grow. The general approach has
been to use public funds, and In many cases government Initiative, to
show private Investors the feasibility of various types of operations.
Once this Is done, the Puerto Rican Government steps aside to allow pri¬
vate enterprise to move ahead. In other words, the government serves
to spotlight the needs of the Puerto Rican society, and acts as a cata¬
lyst to encourage private enterprise to meet these needs.
The primary emphasis of the program In the early 1940's was on
agricultural development. This seons logical at a time when agricul¬
ture was by far the most dominant economic activity and Income producer
In Puerto Rico. However, It was soon discovered that agricultural
progress could not be made rapidly enough to offset the rising popula¬
tion and need for Improved standards of living. The Increase In agri¬
cultural production as a result of the first efforts of the program had
little direct effect on the living standards of the average Puerto Rican.
In 1942, the program shifted toward an effort of Industrialization.
The government began to create executive tools to carry out this pro¬
gram - the Industrial Development Company, the government development
bank, the planning board - and even owned and operated five basic Indus¬
tries, partly to assure the provision of certain primary materials for
potential manufacturing enterprises and partly to Illustrate the
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feasibility of manufacturing in Puerto Rico.
By 1947 it was evident that Puerto Rico did not have the capital
resources it needed to build its own economy. A decision was reached
to direct the development effort toward the promotion of capital invest'
ment from other countries, principally the United States mainland, to
Puerto Rico. A law granting tax exemption to foreign Investors for
periods of up to 10 years was adopted by the legislative assembly.
In 1955 there was a shift to the promotion of industries whose
activities could be Integrated into the Puerto Rican econcmy. It was
seen that these types of industries would be less susceptible to cycli¬
cal variations felt in the United States. Part of this new emphasis
was an effort to encourage newly created Puerto Rican capital and know¬
how to play a more important role in the program.
The latest shift in the program, which produced an amendment to
the tax-exemption law in 1963 that will provide increased incentives to
factories locating in Puerto Rico's tmderdeveloped industrial zone, is
an outcome of public policy to distribute the benefits of the program
as widely as possible to all Puerto Ricans. The planning board has
made the necessary adjustments in its capital budget recommendations
for public works to provide the roads, utilities, and other public ser¬
vices that would make industrial development more feasible in these
zones.
Financing Economic Development.—There is no doubt that one of the
most important factors in the success of the development program to
date has been the existence of firm and substantial financing sources









Funds used for fixed capital
Investment 2.8 100.0
Net imports of external
capital 1.2 42.9
Gross savings 1.6 57.1
Depreciation .9 32.1
Net domestic savings .7 25.0
Public .5 17.8
Private .2 7.2
Gross domestic Investment from 1940 to 1960 reached $2.8 billion,
somewhat less than half of these funds coming principally from U. S.
Investors.
Of this $2.8 billion total, $1.2 billion, or about 42.9 per cent
Is imported external capital, principally from the United States main¬
land. The rest, some $1.6 billion, or 57.1 per cent of the total, has
been supplied by gross domestic savings.
In fiscal 1962-63, the net Import of external capital rose to $212
million, some 37 per cent of the total Investment of $566 million made
that year. The bulk of net import of external capital came from three
^Tax Treatment of U. S. Concerns with Puerto Rican Affiliates.
Hearings before the Select Committee on &aall Business U. S. Senate
88th Congress, 2nd session on the Economic Development Program April 16
and 17, 1964 (U. S. Government Printing Office, Washington: 1964), p. 48.
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TABLE 2
NET EXTERNAL CAPITAL FINANCING^
(IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS)
Capital Financing 1961-1962 1962-1963
Net sales of public bonds 65 107
Net direct private investment 131 153
Mortgage credits and others 97 60
Total, net Investment from
external 293 320
Sources, Minus Puerto Rican
Investments out of Puerto Rico 43 108
Total, net capital import 250 212
typical sources: the sale of public bonds In the United States capital
market, direct Industrial and commercial Investment, and mortgage cred**
Its for private housing.
Investment Patteims.—The existence of a high level of Investment
and of capital formation Is considered, generally speaking, as a neces¬
sary condition for the achievement of a high level of economic growth.
Capital Is an Instrument for production, and that Is why the greater the
capital foirmatlon, other conditions being equal, the higher will be the
growth rate of the gross product.
Notwithstanding the importance of Investment volume, the key ele¬
ment Is the direction toward which Investments are aimed. The rate of
growth of production will depend on this direction. Investments to be
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used in the construction of industrial buildings, machinery, agricul¬
tural equipment, and other resources for production are of a more direct
productive nature. On the contrary, investments in housing, public
buildings, schools, and similar construction increases the welfare of a
country but has little direct effect on the growth of production.
In Puerto Rico, total d<miestic investment increased from $87 mil¬
lion in 1947 to $392.3 in 1960, which represents an increase of almost
five times. Total investment for the period of 1947-60 was $2,855.8
million, 91 per cent of which went into gross domestic investments.
The remaining 9 per cent represented changes in inventories of trade,
manufacturing, and other economic sectors. The gross domestic invest¬
ment in fixed capital goods for the same period reached $2,598.7 mil¬
lion, 65 per cent of which was for construction, with the remaining 35
per cent for machinery and equipment. Of the 65 per cent corresponding
to constiniction, 24 per cent was for housing, 12 per cent for public
works, and 29 per cent for industrial and commercial construction.^
Consequently, it can be said that for the period of 1947-60 the
most dynamic investment element was construction. As is usual in the
primary phases of development, the proportion of investment represented
by construction has been relatively high in Puerto Rico.
The investment rate has been a systematic growth, as seen by the
fact that gross fixed domestic investment represented 10.1 per cent of
the total gross product in 1947, 14.8 in 1950, 17.7 in 1955^ and 21.1
in 1960. From 1947 to 1950, the investment rate was 14.1 per cent;




GROWTH OF CAPITAL ABSORPTION IN PUERTO RICO
Capital Absorption 1947 1950 1955 1960
Gross fixed donestlc Investment
percentage of the total product 10.1 14.8 17.7 21.1
1947-1950 1951-1955 1956-1960
Investment rate 14.1 15.9
'
19.9
It was 19.9 per cent. Investment rate In Puerto Rico, therefore, should
have reached levels appropriate to more economically developed countries
Construction.--As has been said before, construction activity has
been the most dynamic element In Investment. Its value grew from $35
million in 1947 to $227 million In 1960; that is, an Increase of 6.5
times during the period. Construction activities for the period of 1947
60 reached $1,697 million, 48 per cent of which came from the private
sector and 52 per cent from the public sector. The private sector in¬
vested 29 per cent in dwellings and 19 per cent in industrial and com¬
mercial construction while the public sector Invested 9 per cent in
dwellings, 24 per cent in industrial and commercial works, and 19 per
cent in roads and other public works.^
It should be noted that the private sector concentrated its efforts
in dwellings while the public sector emphasized Industrial and commer¬
cial construction. The public sector includes public corporations such
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as the water resources authority. Industrial development company, devel¬
opment bank, which should explain the above-mentioned statement.
The public sector participated In 56 per cent of the total Indus¬
trial and ccnnmerclal construction. This Includes the construction of
hotels, factory buildings, electric plants, aqueducts, office buildings.
The participation of the public corporation In the economic development
of the Island Is notable. The other 44 per cent represented by the pri¬
vate sector Includes hotel construction and commercial buildings, which
In recent years had a remarkable growth.
The construction of dwellings has made significant gains In the
last years of the last decade. In the 1950-60 decade alterations and
improvements represented 19 per cent of the total value of residential
construction, which means that more than 80 per cent represented the
construction of new dwellings.
Investment In dwellings construction In Puerto Rico In relation to
gross product surpasses that of other countries with high Incomes where
the proportion of Investment In dwellings Is usually high. In 1960,
this type of Investment represented 5.1 per cent of the gross product
In Puerto Rico. This Is the same as Canada and higher than the United
States (5 per cent), England (2.7 per cent), France (4.3 per cent) and
Holland (4.8 per cent). The proportion for Sweden was 5.2 per cent,
only a little higher than that of Puerto Rlco.^
Machinery and Equipment.—Investment In machlneiy In the various
sectors of the econon^ reached $902.2 million In the period of 1947-60.
Of this total 81 per cent represented the private sector. In the public
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sector, 12 per cent represented public corporations while the other 7
per cent came directly from the government.
Investment In machinery and equipment by sector for the period
1947-60 reflects a high percentage In manufacturing. One-fourth of the
total Invested In machinery and equipment by the various sectors be¬
longs to manufacturing. This has a strong relation to the relative Im¬
portance achieved by the manufacturing sector, especially In the last
decade. The smae thing occurred with contract construction, which
accounts for 9 per cent of the total Invested In machinery and equip¬
ment. Another significant relation was that of transportation services,
which accounted for 26 per cent of total machinery and equipment Invest¬
ments during this period. Electrical machinery and equipment, mainly
used by the water resources authority, represented 16 per cent of the
total. The agricultural sector represented only 5 per cent, which
clearly shows Its decreasing Importance In the economy.^
Investments by Public Corporations.—Public corporations have con¬
tributed greatly to the high level of Investment In Puerto Rico. Of
these, the most outstanding Is the Puerto Rico Water Resources Authority,
which accounted for 52 per cent of the total fixed domestic Investment
by public enterprises In 1950, and 53 per cent In 1960. In the 1940-50
decade, production of electrical energy tripled; that Is, It Increased
from 158,741 kilovolt-hours to 539,377 kllovolt-hours. The electricity
produced In 1960 was four times that of 1950, Increasing to 2,016,635
kllovolt-hours. The expenditures of public coxrporatlons In machinery,
equipment, and construction reached $674 million for the period of
^Ibld.. p. 58.
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1947-60. The water resources authority participated with 43 per cent,
the urban renewal and housing corporation with 22 per cent, the aque¬
duct and sewer authority with 15 per cent, and the industrial develop¬
ment company with 11 per cent.^ It should be noted that these four
enterprises accounted for more than 90 per cent of the total fixed in¬
vestment by public corporations during 1947-60.
The Increase in almost all categories of Investments during these
past two decades, especially in the years 1947-60, not only had an in¬
stantaneous impact on the Income generated by construction activity,
but also contributed to increased productivity. The only negative
aspect of the evolution of Investments has been the stagnation during
the last few years of Investments by enterprises; that is, total Invest
ment after regular government Investments and housing Investments are
subtracted. In general, these entrepreneurial Investments represent a
greater direct production increase than that of the government. During
the last decade there has been a close correlation between these entre¬
preneurial investments and dcmestic private production.
The positive relation between investment in plant and equipment
and the rate of growth of domestic private production indicates that if
the rate of growth of these investments, which are almost completely
made up of industrial investments, is not speeded up, the rate of pro¬
duction growth that Puerto Rico has enjoyed the past few years will not
be maintained.
Highlights.—Because of population density and limited resources,
the key to Puerto Rico' s-econcxnic expansion is in its Industrial effort
^Ibtd.. p. 58.
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Mainland and Government Investment has Increased In the past de¬
cade, but the Island's industrial economy can be further stimulated by
a greater Infusion of local capital.
Close family relationships In business, and unwillingness to share
control of company management have restricted the Investment of local
capital In the past.^
Puerto Rico's record of economic development since World War II
has been impressive. It Is a community In which nearly all business Id
small business, and the notable Increases In national Income, Industrial
production, wage levels, and living standards have served as a beacon
for other underdeveloped areas.
Census figures reveal, however, that Puerto Rico's Industrial
growth (excluding sugar, rum, and tobacco - all big business) has been
due largely to the Influx of capital and plants from the mainland.
A number of retarding Influences have contributed to the lag In
local Investment in manufacturing enterprises. Most of them are due
basically to the fact that until a generation or less ago Puerto Rico's
economy was largely agricultural and static. These Influences Include
the following:
1. The importance among the Puerto Ricans of close family rela¬
tionships In business.
2. A widespread unwillingness by present ownership to share con¬
trol of c<xnpany management.
3. An abhorrence of minority participation by present ownership.
4. Lack of knowledge and experience In production, marketing, and
^Thomas C, Cochran, The Puerto Rican Businessman. Philadelphia, 1959.
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general management by ownership.
5. The record of losses sustained by Puerto Rican entrepreneurs
during the early days of the island's Industrial development
program.
6. Other more attractive Investment opportunities, such as real
estate, construction, and service activities.
7. The fact that the demand for bank loans and equity capital is
still relatively unsatisfied.
There are many circumstances favorable to local Industrial develop¬
ment on the Island. One of the most important is access to the Ameri¬
can market without trade restrictions. Another is a tax system largely
independent from that of the United States Government, that permits
special incentives for investors. Still other factors beneficial to
industrial growth are U. S. citizenship of Puerto Ricans, free migra¬
tion^ to and from the mainland, and variations from U. S. levels of
minimum wages.
On the other hand, Puerto Rico's natural resources, the added cost
of transportation of imported materials and exported goods, and the full
and free access of mainland producers to the Puerto Rican market are
not minor impediments. Also, the lack of long experience in Industrial¬
ization and economic growth is a serious retarding influence. Encourag¬
ing factors here are the improved management training now available and
the wealth of experience being gained by the younger Puerto Ricans work¬
ing in mainland-owned plants.
As a summary, a three-pronged attack on these problems is proposed:
^Kingsley Davis, "tuerto Rico: A Crowded Island," Annals, p. 116.
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1. A program to create an improved environment for local invest¬
ment and entrepreneurial undertakings.
2. A program to reorganize local promotion efforts.
3. A program to expand the market for products of local manufac¬
turers .
Present Availability of Capital.--National income analyses pre¬
pared by the Puerto Rican Planning Board indicate that total private in¬
vestment has increased substantially. In fiscal year 1959, private in-*
vestment aggregated $178.8 million as compared with slightly over $60
million in 1949. Nevertheless, further development of the island's in¬
dustrial economy will require a large inflow of capital.
In addition to commercial banks, there are three major ptibllc insti¬
tutions now providing loans on risk capital to new and expanding enter¬
prises in Puerto Rico.
PRIDCO.—The Puerto Rico Industrial Development Company, a func¬
tion of the Economic Development Administration, provides assistance in
the following forms: (1) medium - and long-term loans, (2) equity in¬
vestment, (3) special inventive grants, and (4) buildings on a rental
basis. It is generally regarded as a supplier of more rlsl^ ventures
than the Government Development Bank.
Government Development Bank.—^This Institution supplies medium -
and long-term financing for private business purposes where such credit
is not otherwise available on reasonable terms. The bank was not de¬
signed to provide equity capital, but it has done a commendable Job in
providing term loans where the element of risk is somewhat limited.
The degree of risk which the bank can afford is governed to some extent
by the fact that the bank needs access to the mainland market for
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floating Puerto Rican Government securities.
Small Business Administration.—^Most businesses in Puerto Rico are
within the scope of the Small Business Administration. A small business
firm may apply for a loan from SBA if it cannot obtain private or other
financing on reasonable terms, and is slightly to be considered if it
meets necessary credit and other requirements. This type of loan has
been an important added source of capital to mnall enterprises on the
Island.
Improving the Investment Environment.—There is widespread belief
that certain public policy innovations will encourage Puerto Ricans to
enter the field of manufacturing as enterpreneurs and investors.
Risk Capital.--The Commonwealth Goveimment should take direct steps
to make more risk capital available to new and expanding enterprises,
with particular emphasis on small industries.
Legal Protection for Investors;—‘A thorough sttidy should be made
of existing Commonwealth laws regarding (1) legal protection for minority
Interests in corporations, and (2) legal protection of Investors from
fraudulent promotions.
Tax Exemptions.—Encouragement should be given to Investment com¬
panies and holding companies (1) by allowing dividends from tax-exempt
corporations to flow through holding companies free of tax to the owners
of the stocks in the holding companies, and (2) by permitting regulated
Investment companies to retain dividends from tax-exempt corporations
without their status as regulated Investment companies.
Tax exemption should be extended to Include more activities than
are now covered. This is especially important in manufacturing indus¬
tries to which small-scale plants are likely to be attracted.
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Strengthening the Local Development Program.—Industrialization
has only recently come to Puerto Rico. For this and other reasons, the
level of experience and competence In directing modern Industrial estab¬
lishments Is relatively low. Local businessmen need assistance In (1)
Identifying promising opportunities, (2) evaluating business proposals,
(3) financing their operations, (4) marketing, (5) Industrial engineer¬
ing, and (6) cost analysis and control. There Is also a need for pro¬
grams of education designed to Improve the general level of managerial
competence.
Institutional resources to help meet these needs are available.
Such resources lie principally within the Economic Development Adminis¬
tration (Fomento).
Israel*s Case.--The economy of Israel has made tremendous strides
since the foundation of the State only seventeen years ago. At the be¬
ginning,of this foundation, serious shortages of the basic food require¬
ments of the population existed, and the only agricultural exports of
any consequence were citrus fruits. Accordingly, the major enphasls In
the development program was placed on agricultural development. Progress
In agriculture has been spectacular, and many products which were
strictly rationed only a few years ago, are today being exported In
large quantities. Traditionally primitive methods were replaced by
scientific processes of cultivation and mechanization. Pipeline construc¬
tion, damming, well-drilling and extensive land reclamation Increased
the area under cultivation from 400,000 acreas In 1948 to well over 1
million acreas In 1964. The value of agricultural production has risen
In much greater ratio from IL. 45 million In 1948 to IL. 1, 248 million
In 1964. Agricultural exports reached $67 million In 1964, and Include
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in addition to citrus fruit, other fruits, vegetables and eggs. Food
imports in 1964 amounted to $38 million.^
Israel cannot be said to be rich in natural resources. There are
however, a number of exceptions, including potash, bromine, phosphates,
copper, oil and natural gas. A number of projects now in various stages
of planning or implementation tend to Increase the exploitation of
these products and to discover new sources. Some of these projects in¬
volve large capital outlays, a number of internationally known companies
are participating in them. At the moment, off-shore drilling for oil
is being conducted and several companies are planning to step up their
oil prospecting programs.
Despite the tranendous advances made so far in the fields of agri¬
culture and natural resources, it is obvious that future expansion in
these directions will be relatively limited. This applies particularly
to agriculture, where considerations of lack of water and available
land will prevent any major expansion in the future.
Main Burden Falls On Industry.--Therefore, the only conclusion that
can be drawn is, that the main burden of achieving the goal of economic
Independence will fall on the Industrial sector of the economy. It was
only after the establishment of the State of Israel that the flow of
Investments to Industry, from internal sources as well as from abroad,
began to assume substantial proportions.
Initially, the country's main efforts were concentrated on provid¬
ing anployment for immigrants, on supplying her own needs and reducing
^R. Bernstein, The Israel Year Book 1966. "Investment Policy" (Pub¬
lished in Israel by the Bank of Israel Publications Ltd.), p. 259.
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Imports by replacing them with locally produced commodities. Costing,
prices, and even quality were treated as Issues of secondai^ importance.
Efforts are now being directed to a large Increase In exports, lowering
of costs, the improvement of quality, greater efficiency and better
marketing organization.
Industrial output grew from IL. 180 million In 1952 to XL.5,655
million In 1964 (at current prices). Industrial exports during this
period rose from $27 million to $303 million. The Increasing role of
industry In the econcmty can also be seen by the fact that while exports
in 1949 accounted for only 17 per cent of total exports, the correspond¬
ing figure for 1964 was 45 per cent. Furthermore, 1 out of every 4
persons employed In Israel In 1964 was anployed In Industry.
But all the achievements already made have not been enough. Not
only have exports and production risen dramatically in every branch of
the econmy, but standards of living and, consequently, volume of imports
have risen too. In 1952 exports paid for only 13 per cent of imports,
while In 1964 imports exceeded exports by $528 million.
Foreign exchange reserves stand today at $620 million, one of the
highest per capita figures In the world, and the trade gap will be
covered during the next few years by German Reparations (Including an
additional $300 million arising out of a recent amendment to the Resti¬
tution Law), private foreign Investment (which is expected to be at
least $100 million per year), capital transfers, sale of Bonds. How¬
ever, Israel should not rely on all these sources of capital Indefinite¬
ly: the trade gap must be closed.
Israel's five-year industrial development plan, for the period
1965-70 envisages an Increase In output from IL. 5.7 billion In 1964 to
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IL. 9.9 billion In 1970. Industrial exports are expected to rise dur¬
ing this period from $303 million to $770 million. In order to achieve
this, additional fixed Investments of IL. 4.3 billion will be made In
Industry, while operating capital will grow from IL. 3.5 billion In
1964 to IL. 6.8 billion In 1970.
These Investment funds will come largely from private sources.
Government policy Is not to make Investments of this nature, except
where, because of high risk or low returns In the early years, a project
cannot attract alternative capital. While a project has reached a
stage of development when It has become attractive to private Investors,
the Government Is generally anxious to sell Its Investments In order to
release the funds for other pioneering projects*
. Main Developments of Domestic Investment.—Gross Investment totalled
nearly IL. 2,900 million In 1964, a real growth of 21 per cent over the
previous year. This rate Is one of the highest In Israel's history and
far surpasses the 9 per cent annual average for the five preceding years.
The Increase In depreciation, which stands In more or less direct
proportion to the Increase In the fixed capital stock, was slower, and
consequently net Investment expanded at an even higher rate - 25 per
cent. Because of the steady growth curve exhibited by depreciation,
which constitutes the difference between gross and net Investment, net
Investment Is subject to greater fluctuations than gross Investment.
Nearly to one-half (45 per cent) of the Increase In gross Invest¬
ment In 1964 can be attributed to two Items where fluctuations tend to
be considerable - Investment In Inventories, the growth of which was
affected by speculative considerations; and expenditures on ships which
Is governed by the Investment-policy considerations of the public sector.
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TABLE 4
GROSS AND NET INVESlMENTS, 1960-64^
Investments
At Current Prices
1960 1961 1962 1963 '1964
IL million
Invest in fixed assets 1,132 1,474 1,995 2,210 2,693
Invest in inventories 86 92 125 103 193
Gross investment 1,218 1,565 2,120 2,313 2,885
Less: Depreciation 362 434 614 743 849
Net Investment 856 1,131 1,506 1,570 2,036
Net of these items, the Increment In real gross Investment amounted
to 12 per cent. But here too a distinction should be made between dif¬
ferent types of investment: those made by the private sector out of
pure profitability calculations, and those made by or under the direc¬
tion of the public sector. In the latter category are investments
which, while they may be profitable to the econon^, are not necessarily
profitable to the individual investor.
Investments depending largely on the policies of the public sector
expanded by 10 per cent. Their composition changed drastically during
1964, there being a large increase in transportation and ccmmunlcatlons
and a marked decline in irrigation, mining and quarrying, and electric¬
ity.
The commerce and personal services sectors recorded a big increase
of 16-17 per cent, all of it: in business establishments other than
Note: Discrepancies in totals are due to rounding.
Source: Bank of Israel Annual Report 1964, Jerusalem, May 1965,
p. 75
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hotels. Industrial Investment advanced more slowly.
The very rapid growth of Investment in transport equipment, which
has persisted for a number of years, was sustained in 1964. This item
Includes one component which actually borders between consumption and
Investment, namely, motor cars for investment puirposes, which accounted
for a large portion of the Increase in 1964.
Housing investment advanced by 12 per cent; this seems high in
view of the drop in demand, reflected by the abrupt termination of the
swift upward climb of dwelling prices. The Increase stemmed from the
larger volume of construction starts due to special conditions in this
market - the fear of administrative curbs on building and changes in
tax rates.
The real growth of the nondwelling capital stock was close to the
average for recent years, reaching 11 per cent. Although gross invest¬
ment was considerably higher than in 1963, there was a marked increase
in discards, so that the net increnent to the gross capital stock was
similar to the previous year's rate. A rapid Increase in discards is a
long-run trend in Israel, and results from the fact that a large amount
of Investment assets are nearing the end of their economic life-span.
Capital stock per gainfully employed was 6 per cent greater than
in 1963, a rate similar to the average for recent years. The Increase
of approximately 10 per cent was particularly big in the commerce and
business seirvlces sectors.
The dwelling capital stock expanded by 6 per cent per capita -
this rate also being close to the average for the last few years.
Investment prices went up by an average of 3.5 per cent compared
with 1963. Most of the Increase- stemmed from a 5 per cent rise in the
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price of construction; that in equipment amounted to about I per cent
only, reflecting the stability of the effective exchange rate for im¬
ported equipment and the price restraints on locally produced items.
Some 40 per cent of total gross fixed capital formation in 1964
was financed through public funds. This rate was below the average for
the three preceding years, and much lower than the figure for the period
before that. However, this decline mainly reflects institutional
changes that were largely of a formal, technical nature, since the dis¬
tinction between funds provided directly from the Government budget and
those granted through other channels but tmder the direction of the
Government - e.g. through the Industrial Development Bank - is to a
large extent arbitrary. It seems, therefore, that the decline in the
share of investment financed directly by the Government does not indi¬
cate a corresponding decline in the Government's role in directing in¬
vestment .
Capital investment from abroad remained constant in 1964, after a
high rate of growth in the two preceding years, and totalled $174 mil¬
lion gross. The rapid uptrend of former years was undoubtedly due in
part to speculative capital transfers induced by the boom in the stock
and real estate markets, while the arrested growth in 1964 reflects the
reversal of these market trends.
Certain criteria exist to determine which investments should
qualify for such assistance. In former years, enterprisers which could
assure large-scale employment for immigrants were granted this status,
but more recently, and since the economy has now reached a state of
full emplo}niient, the Government gives preference mainly to investments
in branches which produce~goods for exports or which produce commodities
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Source: Bank of Israel Annual Report 1964, Jerusalem, May, 1965,
p. 77.
to replace imports, at internationally competitive prices.
In 1964, Investments approved under the Law for the Encouragement
of Capital Investments totalled IL. 496.8 million - an increase of
about IL. 130 million over 1963. It is interesting to note that local
private capital is playing an increasingly important part in such
approved projects, amounting to over IL. 166 million in 1964 - about
the same as the total of approved projects in 1964 amounted to IL. Ill
million.
Israel Will Continue To Grow.—In Conclusion, I am confident that
Israel will continue to grow and reach a high level of develofmient and
Industrialization despite its paucity of natural resources and raw
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materials. This goal will be reached by means of further specializa¬
tion and large capital investments. The fact that Israel possesses few
natural resources does not necessarily limit the scope of her develop¬
ment, as evidenced by such countries as Switzerland and Japan. I believe
that, as a result of capital Investment, technical know-how, and manage¬
rial skill together with the steady expansion of exports, she should be
able to achieve economic Independence. The State of Israel today Is a
country which offers prospective Investors particularly favorable and
attractive conditions, namely:^
A liberal Law for encouraging Investments, which compares favorably
with similar Legislation In the rest of the world.
A local market which, even though relatively small. Is continuing
to grow at a rapid rate. The population rose from 870,000 In 1948 to
over 2.5 million today, and average per capita lnc<»ne already exceeds
#1000 per annum.
A dynamic and rapidly growing econcxi^ with well-developed roads,
ports and other means of communication, as well as all the external
conditions needed to develop Industry and tourism.




THE ROLE OF GOVERNMENT IN INVESTMENT AND
CAPITAL FORMATION
In underdeveloped countries, the rate of voluntary saving is
usually low. Most persons have inccnne so low that a very large part of
current Income must be spent for a subsistence level of consumption.
However there is considerable disparity in Incomes. Some groups re¬
ceive real incomes high enough for a luxurious standard of living. In
an economy still in the stage of establishing preconditions for develop¬
ment, upper-income groups commonly think that there is considerable
prestige in conspicuous consumption. This is reinforced by what Ragnar
Nurske calls the "danonstration effect”: people at all levels of in¬
come try to emulate standards of consumption in economically advanced
societies.
The savings of the upper-income groups are seldcm channeled into
investment that contributes directly to economic growth. High interest
rates on short-term loans to consisners, farmers, and traders, and spec¬
ulative gains from hoarding of goods attract capital into these channels.
Since the total supply of savings is low and consumption demands for
credit are urgent, Interest rates may be as high as 100 per cent per
annum, for consxjmer and trade credit, while longer-term Investments may
yield considerably less. Thus capital formation is commonly inadequate
for increase in per capita income.
^Ragnar Nurkse, Problems of Capital Formation in Underdeveloped
Countries (Oxford, 1953), p. 57.
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If voluntary savings by upper-income groups are to contribute to
financing of developmental investment, they must be mobilized by insti¬
tutions capable of making them available to investors rather than con¬
sumers. This means enforcing reduction in consumption.
The social and political situations in some newly Independent coun¬
tries are unfavorable for accumulation of profits at the high rates
that played an important role in financing economic growth in the West.
Voluntary savings and private Investment are less effective for economic
growth in underdeveloped countries than they were in the development of
the now advanced ones.
Taxation in Underdeveloped Countries.—The problem of capital for¬
mation in underdeveloped countries, and appropriate public financing
may be divided into three main parts. The first is the financing of
social investment which requires construction of public assets, which
must be undertaken by goverinnent. The second is intermediate. The
actual investment projects are in private hands but the funds are made
available by government. The third is necessary incentive to private
investors both domestic and foreign. In all three categories, govern¬
ment effort is directed towards maximizing savings, mobilizing them for
productive Investment, and directing them so as to serve the purposes
of a government program.^
The urgent need of large government outlays for economic develop¬
ment strongly Influences the approach to the problem of determining
appropriate taxation in an underdeveloped country. In highly developed
^Gerald M. Meier, Leading Issues in Development Economics (Oxford
University Press, New York, 1964), p. 115.
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economy, tax policy tends to accept the total of expenditures as its
revenue goal. But in underdeveloped countries expenditures depend much
more on the adequacy of tax rates for the revenue the government needs*
Recognizing this importance of an adequate flow of tax revenue,
the govemmients of many countries have sought to increase the propor¬
tion of national Income collected in taxes. They are aware that even a
modest increase in tax rates can be sufficient to finance a large per¬
centage increase in a government's contribution to development.
One of the basic questions is what additional taxes can be levied
or what higher rates may be imposed so as to collect money that other¬
wise would have been spent for luxury consumption of socially unproduc¬
tive investment. Rates of capital formation depend, in part on the de¬
cisions made.
The tax systems of the underdeveloped countries differ noticeably
frcMB the systems in industrially advanced countries, in their heavy
emphasis on canmodity taxation and the taxation of imports. The impact
of the former systems has been progressive. In the underdeveloped
countries there has been a tendency to rely more on imcome taxation.
Problems in modernizing the tax systems of underdeveloped countries
can be seen under the following six headings: ^
(1) The existence of a predominantly money economy.—The subsist¬
ence farmer cannot be satisfactorily reached by an Income tax,
not so much because he does not have money to pay as because
the greater part of his real income cannot be satisfactorily
assessed.
^Meier, Ibid., p. 117
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(2) Literacy of taxpayers.--In many tinderdeveloped countries the
majority of the population is illiterate. Illiteracy, like
detachment from the money economy, is most characteristic of
the poorest farmers, but often wage earners, independent
craftsmen, and small shopkeepers cannot read and write well
enough to fill the simplest income tax return forms.
(3) Prevalence of accounting records honestly and reliably main¬
tained.—^In some underdeveloped countries some businessmen
keep no records at all.
(4) A large degree of voluntary compliance on the'nart of tax¬
payers . —Although something can be done in the short run, a
long period of popular education and efficient and equitable
administration of those taxes that can actually be enforced
seems necessary.
(5) Steeply progressive taxes.--In many underdeveloped countries
wealthy groups have enough political power to block tax mea¬
sures that they consider threats to their net incomes.
(6) Minimum acceptable standards for income taxes.--Honest and
efficient administration is needed for any tax, but minimum
acceptable standards appear to be higher for income taxes
than for other levies.
Taxation and Economic Surplus.—Some writers on underdeveloped
countries emphasize the inadequacy of savings, but some economists do
not think savings can be Increased sufficiently for any considerable
Increase in per capita income. In any case it is doubtful that the rate
of total savings can be related directly to the per capita income. The
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share of the national Income received by the upper-income groups and
the share of property Income in total income are probably more impor¬
tant determinants of the potential rate of savings.
In all pre-industrial societies, agriculture contributes more than
half of the national output, and a significant part of this accrues to
those persons whom we may call "feudal" proprietors and intermediaries.
Economic development can be accelerated if a larger part of the total
of these incomes can be made available for productive investment. There
may be large Incomes in other sectors of the economy, too. One of the
central tasks of the govetmment should be to mobilize substantial parts
of the larger incomes for purposes of economic development.
Accordingly, the starting point for a realistic theory of public
finance for underdeveloped countries must be the concept of an economic
surplus in the economy. Actual economic suiplus is the difference be¬
tween actual current output and actual current consumption. What is
required is an effective mobilization of the economic surplus generated
in the economy. The communists attempt to do this by socialization of
industry and collectivization of agriculture. In a democratic society,
the alternatives are voluntary saving and, in its absence, taxation.
The fundamental principles for the structure can be stated in five
categories:^ (1) Taxation must "mop up" a large part of the surplus and
channel it into investment; (2) each adult person should be made to con¬
tribute to taxation in accordance with his ability to contribute to
economic development; (3) taxation also must mobilize the Increases in
the surplus that arise as a result of initial developmental efforts;
^Meier, Ibid.. p. 121
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(4) as incomes rise the share of taxation in total incomes must rise;
(5) since taxation is to be used as a tool to promote economic develop¬
ment, the rule of equity demands that sacrifices in consumption be
shared alike by all members of the society.
Reconstruction of Tax System.--A basic economic issue is the wisdom
(or lack of it) of progressive taxation in a capital-poor country. Cri¬
tics of progressive taxation warn that it will absorb private savings,
dull initiative and enterprise, and perhaps stimulate capital flight.
They assert also that high income taxes will discourage foreign invest¬
ment. They argue that the industrialized countries built up their cap¬
ital stock and acquired a great comparative advantage at a time when the
income tax was low or non-existent. The conclusion is that the under¬
developed countries should wait until they have accumulated more cap¬
ital and passed through at least the first stages of industrialization
before attempting income taxation.
Three considerations that weaken the argument that higher income
taxes are incompatible with economic development can be stated thus:
first, the picture of a frugal class of wealthy persons who invest their
savings in capital equipment is more appropriate for an expanding cap¬
italistic system than for most underdeveloped countries. Lavish con¬
sumption appears to be more characteristic in many of these societies.
Savings when made often go into land holdings and construction of ela¬
borate residence. Lack of capital markets and savings institutions im¬
pede the flow of savings from both the wealthy and the middle class into
productive domestic investment. Second, high tax rates may discourage
enterprise but the more serious difficulty is usually the absence of a
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spirit of enterprise; Third, capital flight seems to be motivated more
often by fear of political instability, expropriation, or currency de¬
valuation and by lack of suitable local financial Institutions, than by
tax avoidance.
Consumption Taxes.—Consumption taxes are the main source of reve¬
nue in some underdeveloped countries. They raise the familiar Issues
of equity and possible unintended distortion of production patterns.
Where a large part of the population is desperately poor, heavy taxes
on necessities and on so-called luxuries of mass consumption may impose
a distressing burden and may also impair health and productive efficiency.
But government is indispensable and must be supported. Hardly any
underdeveloped country is in a position to forgo substantial consump¬
tion taxes. Considerable revenue can often be obtained frcxa taxes on
conanoditles consumed mainly by middle - and high-income groups. Many
non-essential consumption goods are imported, and the taxes can often be
most simply collected as customs duties with supplementary excises on
any domestic production.
A general consumption tax will undoubtedly be regressive where the
poorest section of the population is composed of self-sufficient small
farmers, as it usually is. But the common alternative to the consump¬
tion tax is often inflation, which may be even more regressive in im¬
pact .
Real Estate Taxes.—Real estate taxes are not merely a promising
source of revenue; they may have positive econcxnic advantages. A
property tax based on a realistic assessment of the land's value, in
its most productive use, would put a carrying charge on idle or under-
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utilized land and would tend to break up large unused holdings or cause
them to be used productively. Substantial taxes on urban land and build
ings would help drive capital into socially more productive uses than
construction of luxury residences, hotels, and office buildings. These
taxes would also put a charge on a favorite form of conspicuous con¬
sumption.
Taxation of Agriculture.—Unless the agricultural sector is taxed
in order to Increase the "agricultural surplus," the growth of the non-
agricultural sector may be retarded. As development proceeds, the pro¬
portion of the working population engaged in non-food production in¬
creases. To make this possible, the marketable surplus from agriculture
must also rise. That is, the proportion of food produced in the agri¬
cultural sector, which is not consumed by the food producers of all cate
gories there, must increase and be transferred to the non-agricultural
sector. To accomplish this there must be either taxes in money, which
would make marketing of agricultural goods, at somewhat higher prices,
a necessity, taxes in kind or compulsory sales to the government, or a
deterioration in the terms of trade of the agricultural sector vis-a-vis
or opposite the non-agricultural sector.^
Taxation of the agricultural sector may also serve as an important
policy instrument in underdeveloped countries: the incentive and dis¬
tributional use of taxation may be utilized to redirect agricultural
production, encourage more efficient use of the land, accomplish changes
in land tenure, promote new productive investment in agriculture, and
^This is the same problem that we discussed previously in connec¬
tion with the Lewis model above: the growth of the demand for labor in
the non-agricultural sector is dependent upon an increase in the supply
of food which goes to the market.
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stimulate movement of redundant labor from agriculture to non-agricul-
tural employment.^
If marketing Is controlled by the government, taxes can be levied
on produce. When the government buys an agricultural crop and sells it
through official markets at fixed prices, it can pay the seller the
price net of tax, and collect the actual tax later from the buyer. This
type of tax, however, is difficult to administer when prices are not
controlled.
When a large proportion of the total produce is exported, the
goveimment can tax agriculturists by imposing export levies, or can en¬
force savings through the operation of a state agricultural marketing
board that pays the producers less than the international prices re¬
ceived by the board. A serious drawback of export taxation is the pos¬
sible disincentive effect on production for export. The tax may cause
a shift of productive effort from production for export to production
for the home market.
None of the foregoing taxes is free of administrative and politi¬
cal problems. It is clear that if the government is to succeed in
mobilizing the "surplus" from agriculture, more consideration must be
given to the reform of agricultural taxation, in the Interest of capital
formation for substantial Increase in the national income.
Government Borrowing.—The effects of government borrowing on the
spending stream depend on where and how government loans are raised.
When virtually all loan funds come directly or indirectly from the cen¬
tral bank, the result is likely to be Inflatlonaty. The likelihood is
%eier. Ibid.. p. 128
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greater when conmtercial banks hold legal reserves at the central bank.
Selling securities to the public Is more likely to have neutraliz¬
ing effects on expenditure. If the securities are bought with income
that would otherwise be spent, whether on consumers' goods or on cap¬
ital goods, government borrowing is anti-inflationary. If, on the
other hand, an offer by the government of safe, liquid securities yield¬
ing an attractive return, merely diverts savings from other liquid
assets, such as currency or savings accounts, government borrowing has
little anti-inflationary effect.
Higgins discusses some devices by which savings may be stimulated:^
(1) Government securities should be easily liquidated by providing a
ready market in the central bank. Issues might be constantly available
"on tap" in the central bank and its branches, and always be salable to
the bank at pre-announced prices. In order to provide an inducement to
keep securities rather than cashing them, interest rates might be made
to rise as the obligation approaches maturity; (2) Government securities
may be made more attractive if attached to particular projects such as
housing or development projects; (3) Government can establish a public
develo|Haent and stabilization authority. The advantage of such an au¬
thority is its great flexibility. It could derive funds from government
budgetary allocations, from public subscriptions to its obligations,
from foundations, from International financial organizations, and per¬
haps eventually from foreign investors preferring a general government-
guaranteed obligation, issued to finance an over-all development program,
^Benjamin Higgins, Economic Development (W. W. Norton & Company,
Inc., New York), p. 487.
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to a more risky investment in a particular project or enterprise.
(4) There is still a shortage of credit in most rural areas, while
at the same time some of the more prosperous traders and farmers have
occasional surpluses of cash. They could be persuaded to buy securi¬
ties if they were assured that they would always be accepted as collat¬
eral for loans from an agricultural or small business loan bank. The
securities, however, should not be used as a basis for borrowing. (5)
Another feature that might be attractive is tax payment privileges;
that is, a guarantee that the securities would always be acceptable, at
face value, in pa3nnent of taxes. This guarantee would be a partial
assurance against the risk of depreciation of the intetmal value of the
securities through inflation. (6) The feature that would be most attrac¬
tive of all, especially to foreigners, would be a guarantee that prin¬
cipal and interest would be maintained at face value in gold. This
guarantee would be a safeguard against devaluation of the currency, fear
of which is a major deterrent to Investment in scmie government securi¬
ties .
Taxes. Borrowing, and Inflation.--Government may be able to in¬
crease investment and hence output in the economy through a btidget sur¬
plus, borrowing from the public, or obtaining funds from the banking
system. Each policy involves so many indirect counter-reactions that
there are no reasons for supposing that one policy rather than another
will always cause a larger increase in net public and private invest¬
ment combined, and growth of capital formation. Enk^discusses some of
^Stephen Enke, Economics for Development (Prentice-Hall, Inc.,
Englewood Cliffs, N. J., 1963), p. 243.
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the repercussions:
First, the propensity of government to spend extra receipts on real
investment projects, and not on ordinary current operations, may be
quite low. It is a common delusion that governments of poor countries
devote all increments in borrowings, taxes, or profits to development.
Their propensity to invest may be less than the propensities of those
who pay the extra taxes.
Second, government borrowing must raise interest rates, at least
sometimes, and this in turn may reduce private borrowing. Third, the
demand for loanable funds of private investors is naturally sensitive
to the attitudes and actions of government, and a program of vigorous
government competition over a wide range of Industries may merely sub^
stitute government investment for private investment. In this case,
government will be able to borrow for public industrial projects at
practically no increase in interest rates. But there may then be no
additional private investment.
Fourth, although a government can divert resources to its own use
by selling its obligations to the central bank for new credits, any re¬
sultant Inflation may dissuade private savers from lending at fixed in¬
terest rates for long periods. Government may discover that most of
its ney credits are a substitute for the funds it might have borrowed by
selling bonds and bills to the public. And to the extent that the pub¬
lic no longer lends combined government and private net investment may
hardly increase.
Fifth, the allocation of resources cannot be completely ignored in
favor of Increasing the employment of resources, for what is the gain
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from producing more of the wrong goods and services? Inflation may re¬
sult in a variety of government controls that perpetuate former produc¬
tion and distribution "mixes" long after they are obsolete.
In conclusion, each method by which government can increase net in¬
vestment and capital formation has certain pros and cons. On strictly




In the first chapter some theories of capital formation were pre¬
sented. Among those presented was that of Mam Smith, who stated that
the rate of investment is determined by the rate of saving. Capital was
identified with savings. Further, it was asserted that the considera¬
tion of profit is the sole motive which determines the employment of
capital. In addition Smith considered the desire to save and Invest
for profit a normal one. However, as more capital is accumulated, the
rate of profits will generally fall. This declining rate of profit will
eventually make rentiers who have property income become entrepreneurs
and this continues until the country possesses as much capital as it can
profitably employ. After this stage is reached the rate of interest
will drop to a minimum and capital formation will cease.
David Ricardo stated that capital may be accumulated either in
consequence of increased revenue or of diminished consumption. The
rate of capital formation depends on the ability to save and the will
to save. Since at the margin no rent is paid, profits, in the Ricardian
sense, depend only on wages, and vice versa. In the Ricardian sense,
it is largely the subsistence wage that makes the highest profit pos¬
sible. Provided that capital and labor increase in constant proportion
to each other, the rate of profit would rise and fall as the subsist¬
ence wage rate fell or rose. Hence, he also argued, that the natural
tendency of profits is to fall, for in the progress of the accumulation
of capital, the additional quantity of food required is obtained by the
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sacrifice of more and more labor. The rate of capital formation de¬
creases.
So the problem of development, as Adam Smith and David Ricardo saw
it, was largely the ability of a country to accumulate "capital.” The
source of capital was considered by some classical economists to be sav¬
ings, while others aaphaslzed profits. For practical purposes, capital¬
ists and landlords were considered to be the only people able and will¬
ing to save. This was due to the subsistence wages. Public enterprise
being unknown, it did not occur to them that part of the surplus value
might be taken by the State, and so added to society's savings, which
could be a source of capital. One of the omissions in the classical
scheme is the part played by technology and science in economic develop¬
ment .
Bohm-Bawerk argued that savings is not sufficient to call capital
into existence: productive powers have to be set free for the formation
of capital. The essential point is that the current endowment of pro¬
ductive powers should not be entirely claimed for the immediate con¬
sumption of the current period. He maintained that without saying,
capital could not be made or Increased.
Karl Marx believed that the degree of capital accumulation will
depend on a number of factors, the first of which is the proportions in
which surplus value is consimed and transformed into capital. Other
factors which determine the degree of accumulation in Marx's analysis
are the rate of surplus value and the productivity of labor. The great¬
er the capitalist development, Marx wrote, the greater the wealth of
society, but the larger is the "industrial reserve army." This is his
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"general law of capitalist accximulation." It means that the greater
the volume of production, and the greater the productive power of society,
the more precarious are the conditions of existence of the working class.
Marx stressed technological progress as the "motor" of capitalist
growth. Marx incorporated the analysis of unmployment into his system
and population and employment cannot be treated as varying together.
He thought of investment as depending, not only on the amount of capital¬
ists' income but also on the rate of return on capital. Because Marx
assumed that the advantages of new techniques came only from saving of
labor, the increase per worker must result in a fall in the rate of profit.
Thus in his theory, high profits were the motive to accumulate.
It is the newly-created purchasing power which constitutes "capital"
in the Schumpeterian sense. Capital according to his view is not stocks
of a commodity, it is rather a particular fund of liquid purchasing
power. According to Schumpeter, credit is important only if it is used
for "development" and only the credit afforded the entrepreneur is essen¬
tial credit. Because of the role that credit must play in Schumpeter's
theory, capital formation must depend on the ability of the banking
system to make credit available.
Schumpeter said that new credit was introduced into the econon^
so that innovating entrepreneurs might break into the circular flow and
divert resources to neV employments. He assumed that the innovators
were motivated by desire other than for money, and that a country that
did not develop qualitatively through innovation, but merely grew quanti¬
tatively through extra labor and capital accumulation would in reality
remain underdeveloped.
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In discussing the process of economic expansion in a dual econcmy,
Arthur Lewis emphasized that the key to the process is the use of the
capital surplus in the capitalist sector. The driving force in the
system is generated by the reinvestment of the capital surplus in cre¬
ating new capital. The Increase in profits is crucial in this process.
As the capitalist sector expands, the share of the capitalists in the
national income increases, and since the major source of savings is
profits, savings and capital formation also increase. Although Lewis
assumed the demand side of the Investment process, his model retains
high analytical value for the Insights into the role of capital forma¬
tion in the development process.
Several factors have permitted the outstanding growth of Puerto
Rico's economy in recent years. Primary credit should be given Puerto
Rico's association with the United States and the political stability
which has characterized Puerto Rico for the past two decades. Puerto
Rico shares United States citizenship with people born on the mainland,
and there is free movement Of people, goods, and capital between the
island and the continent. Puerto Rico is also a part of the United
States currency, banking, and social insurance systems.
Another condition that has aided Puerto Rico is the wage differen¬
tial, which partially offsets otherwise inherently higher costs of pro¬
ducing in Puerto Rico caused by such factors as two-way shipping charges
for materials and products, and higher capital costs.
Of singular importance is the fact that because of the fiscal auton¬
omy existing since early in the century, the United States tax system
generally does not apply to Puerto Rico. This strengthens the effec¬
tiveness of exemptions frcmi Puerto Rican taxes, and permits periods of
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tax deferment during which otherwise taxable earnings can be put to
work for mainland investors.
On the other hand, as one examines these economic advantages that
Puerto Rico enjoys as a result of its association with the United States,
the benefits the United States derives from Puerto Rico's spectacular
growth should not be overlooked. Puerto Rico has a uniquely strategic
importance for the United States. Its development is watched very
closely by governments and peoples in the Caribbean, Latin America, and
throughout the world.
Furthermore, Puerto Rico is regarded abroad as a test case for
United States treatment of underdeveloped areas. This has great impor¬
tance in an epoch when France and the other members of the European Eco¬
nomic Community are developing highly laudable socioeconomic accomoda¬
tions for their dependent and associated areas.
Thus far Israel has made an impressive start. A huge foreign in¬
vestment has helped transform the country. Israel has raised its annual
growth rate to 14 per cent, one of the highest in the world. At Ashod,
where ships have not docked since Philistine times, $75 million is being
spent on a new harbor. Israel now has infant petrochemical, electronics,
instrument, fashion goods and nuclear industries. It also has a vigor¬
ous science effort, a fairly literate society and an educational system
of high quality.
Since Independence in 1948, the nation has thrived on donations,
loans, reparation payments and other foreign capital aid. Such aid more
than offsets the 1964's trade deficit of $210 for every man, woman and
child in the country. Israel actually added a net $25 million to its
gold and foreign exchange reserves in 1964, Increasing its total reserves
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to more than $600 million.
Foreigners who originally thought of their purchase of Israeli
bonds as donations to an impoverished land now are finding them a true
investment. All are being retired as they reach maturity dates and 6
per cent interest has been paid regularly. In 1964 world sales of
Israeli bonds totalled $85.4 million, up 23 per cent from 1963. Some
82 per cent of the total was sold in United States. During 1964 Ameri¬
can investors collected $24.7 million on maturing bonds presented for
redemption. Thus the combination of internal growth and outside help
has increased per capita Income of the Israeli people to about $1,000
from $400 a dozen years ago.^
The role that government plays in the economic growth of under¬
developed countries can be summarized under three ways: (1) by enforced
savings through Increasing taxation of consumption expenditures in pri¬
vate enterprise; (2) in an authoritarian society the government can
cause prices to rise so that less resources could be used for constmip-
tion goods; (3) government can borrow capital by Issuing bonds as col¬
lateral and using the money to import capital goods. This is an alter¬
native to econcmiic aid.
Government operation is important because of the sacrifice that is
involved in large-scale humanitarian enterprises such as the utilities,
transportation, and schools. Private enterprise finds it difficult to
collect savings for productive loans are not as easy as consumption
loans.
_
Staff Reporter, "Israel's Rise," World Street Journal. May 24,
1965, p. 1.
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Productive loans require sacrifice, and government has the authority to
impose sacrifice, and is the only force.
The limit to government influence as well as to that of private
enterprise, however, lies in the strength of the economy to absorb-capital.
Finally, through an effective banking system more credit can be extended
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